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Abstract

The systematic study of church fairs, especially those of urban parishes in large urban centers, as carried out in recent years, has shown that there are many new customary and ritual forms that are created and adopted, often transformed to be enriched and made more attractive to the people. In this notice we will deal with certain interesting aspects of this contemporary customary reality. Through this adoption of customary forms, with their subsequent changes and amendments by the people on the basic characteristics of its live tradition, both the renewal of the tradition and the enrichment of the customary life of the people is achieved. This, in turn, is essential for the vitality and the continuation of the social impact and the acceptance of the tradition, which is an active procedure in progress, and not a set of fossilized situations, things, opinions, and actions. This is directly connected to the interior pilgrimage tourism since the organized visits of the believers to a place are frequent, specifically in order to take part in some great religious festival, which takes place there. In this process, the so critical from a cultural perspective since it's linked to the substance of our daily tradition itself, the novel elements of our contemporary religious fairs are critical points, as shown above in detail.
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Introduction

The systematic study of church fairs, especially those of urban parishes in the large and populous urban centers, as carried out in recent years, has shown that there are many new customary and ritual forms that are created and adopted, often transformed to be enriched and made more attractive to the people. With several of them, we have dealt systematically, under previous specific studies and publications. With some equally interesting aspects of this modernist customary reality, we will deal below.

At this point it should be noted that due to the known phenomenon of the export of cultural forms from the city to the provincial towns and villages, which is largely due to the television and the electronic media, or accelerated by them, these forms, that are normally created in large cities, today are spread and found all around the Greek cultural area. This is an important phenomenon that has been studied systematically by Edward Bailey¹, that tends to homogenize the customary events, and which is responsible for the enrichment of the older customary and ritual tradition with novel data.

In this case, important and noteworthy is the role of the electronic agencies of ecclesiastical news, but also of the websites that are built and posted by Metropolises and also by most of the parishes of the Church of Greece. References, descriptions, and photos of the fairs of those parishes, enhanced occasionally by the relevant comments of these electronic pages users, always give information material and provide role models for reproduction to those who want to adopt new forms to the annually conducted festivals of their parishes².

---

On the other hand, it should be noted that what is described here is primarily related to parish fairs, since at the fairs of the chapels that are scattered in the Greek area, normally a different protocol is kept, more connected with the older ritualistic forms. Certainly, novel elements exist also in these "cottage" fairs, but these have mainly to do with the action and the activity of associations in organizing the entertainment following the religious acts and sequences, not the main body of the fair itself.

As reported on another occasion, the effects in our contemporary church fairs by the public ritual and its various manifestations are many and important. The presence of philharmonics, usually municipal, of military units or formations of the area or even associations operating there, and the fireworks, especially during the festive procession of the image of the celebrated saint, are typical cases of such relations and effects.

Some cases

Specifically, the following phenomenon is noticed, whereas previously philharmonics accompanied church processions and events generally held in capitals of prefectures, today, philharmonics are invited by celebrating parishes of villages, precisely because it is believed that their presence adds a festive, symbolic and ritual status in the process. And so, whereas previously the presence of the philharmonic in religious and church services was linked inextricably with the chorostasia of the Metropolitan concerned and the attendance of civil and military authorities at the temple, so it clearly derived from the public of rituals of the relevant national and local holidays, which secondarily combined with the church life and practice, today the philharmonic is often a key element of the fair, even if the other components of the public ritual are absent.

The same thing can be noticed with the fireworks too, which in the 70s, for example, just accompanied public festivals and fairs. Nowadays, since they became more economically accessible, and also the administrative and police procedures for obtaining and using them are changed and simplified, they appear more and more. Not only in official parish fairs, especially at the end of the procession of the holy image or after the dismissal of the celebratory eve’s vesper, but also in important traditional moments in the life cycle fireworks are used. Thus, we now see them in baptisms and weddings, in the courtyard of the temple after the end of the mystery or at the venue where the reception or party is conducted.

In any case, the use of fireworks is defined by the notion that they give to the festival ritual prestige and glory, that in a symbolic way they establish and formalize, in the realm of public ritual, a more or less private ritual. It is also standard practice of the Church in Greece to try to emphasize in every possible symbolic and non-symbolic way its close relation to the state, its structures and its manifestations, with the belief that it acquires thus prestige and authority in the eyes of its flock. This is also the occasion in the life cycle sacraments (baptism - marriage), where the private is symbolically displayed to the public sphere, in order to obtain symbolic social status (prestige).

In the same category of modernist ritual acts the tactic to invite many priests and prelates to the festival may be added, a practice which will be particularly studied, and also the authorities of the place or the municipality where the temple is celebrated. And as for the notification of the festival to the urban area the practice of issuing and suspending specific posters is used now, respectively the invitation of the "officials" is made with special written invitation, which is sent to them signed by the Ecclesiastical Council and the head priest of the festive and celebrating parish.

---

Such invitations are typically sent to MPs, mayors, deputy mayors and municipal councilors, to the regional governor, the deputy regional governors and the regional consultants of the region, but also to judicial, military and police authorities of each municipality or the specific region, as well as to association and union presidents. Characteristic of the convergence of the public and ecclesiastical ritual is the use of the known invitation protocol, which the Metropolises usually take by the Municipalities, the Prefectures, and the regional districts, and then the churches receive it by the Metropolises and use it. It should be noted here that normally the protocol is in a shortened ("short protocol") and extensive ("long protocol") form, depending on the occasion and the purposes of the inviter. In this way, the body of the "officials" will always have a similar composition, so that at the church act all the local rulers will also distinguish from the people who attend and participate in the festival1 too.

This diversity in addressing the celebrants, the distinction between "officials" and others, is clearly a modernist practice that does not essentially agree with the equality of believers in the Church, substantiated by the evangelical speech and the patristic theology. But it is common practice, normally due to the attachment of the Church in the state structure and operation system, which is thus expressed in absolutely symbolic level, and which has been mentioned elsewhere too2.

An equally interesting modernist addition to the fairs' protocol is the transformation "to the more modernist" of old and established customary practices and religious rituals. A typical example is the outdoor Artoklasia. The solemn procession of Artoklasia, normally celebrated inside the temple or its courtyard, if the celebrating temple is small or the weather conditions are such that they do not favor the crowding of the believers, is sometimes transferred to the settlement or municipality Square but also on the beach of the seaside city, during the principal stop of the solemn procession of the image of the saint, usually the night before, after the solemn vespers.

This practice, combined with other modernist practices such as the use of fireworks and the related celebratory speeches, which will be discussed below, is in proportion to the practice of the establishment of new fairs by the local Metropolitans, normally dedicated to the "congregation" of local saints in a region or a Metropolis. Because these newly listed celebrations are usually held during summer, the respective religious events are organized in a way that they offer spectacle to the site visitors and also a rallying point for the emigrants of the region, who are in their homeland during summer. It is characteristic that similar trends are observed in other Christian peoples of Europe, as it has been ascertained by Ellen Ettlinger3, on the basis of relevant English examples.

So the artoklasia is conducted during the litany, on a stand, and the bread is shared after the return to the celebrating temple and the end of the procession, usually by the head priest of the religious congregation. In fact the practice of bread cut and placed in bags individually, distributed by the high priest along with paper benediction images4, that serve as mementos of participation in the festival, is followed. For the "officials" mentioned above, but also for the invited priests of other parishes, specially formulated buns are prepared, usually sweet, sometimes with the offering stamp imprinted on their surfaces, which are usually given in special cartons5. The same happens with the eminent persons in the region, parishioners with a significant contribution in the parish, donors and benefactors, etc.

It should also be noted here that a similar way of offering and flowers by the flower decorations of images, the epitaph and the cross of Holy Thursday, as well as cottons with Extreme unction, when carried out in the church, or even small bottles with oil from the lamp of the saint or sanctification, can be found in many cases. They are usually organized parishes, populous in general, who resort to similar solutions for utilitarian purposes, but also in their efforts to ensure the jeopardized

---


order and decorum of the church when the customary occasion and the liturgical circumstance require similar “sacred distributions”.

**Local and cultural identity**

These modernist additions often extend to the case of preaching, which is theologically established and an essential element of the service, always within the framework of divine worship. Already since the time of St. Cosmas of Aetolia but also later with the preachers of the 19th and the 20th century, some of whom were laymen, and with the work of religious brotherhoods in Greece, the tradition of preaching also outside the context of divine worship, for the purpose of spiritual training and mental construction, has established in the minds of our people. In the cases we examine, an interim modernist form has formed, that clearly interests the context of religious folklore, as we define it and examine it here.

These are speeches normally performed by priests or head priests who chair the related processions, and which essentially replace the sermons, as their content is not exclusively beneficial to the soul, like them. Often, of course, they start with the example of the celebrated saint to make admonitions and exhortations to the believers, but the ending of speech is different, since it acquires social and “political” content, with thanks to the local officials who honoured the festival with their presence. The main point of the festive oratory of these speeches, refers to the Orthodox Church as guarantor of traditions and the preservation of the cultural, ethnic and religious identity of the Nation. This oratory projects similar church actions, and gives the church life also extensions beyond the purely spiritual and salvific effort of the Church, with the development of a characteristic for the Greek reality close connection of the Church with the Nation, the ethnicity and their identity. It is a peculiarity of the Greek ecclesiastical reality, which of course is due to historical circumstances, as indeed for centuries the Greek orthodoxy identity was simultaneously a national and cultural declaration.

Depending on the personality and the ideological origins of the talking, these newly listed religious fairs have national and cultural extensions, and are projected as coherent links of those originating from the same place, the "countrymen" and "compatriots" in the broadest sense. And the basic ideological line of these speeches fits with the usual events of the local associations, or local branches of the Lyceum of Greek Women, who after the artoklasia and the completion of the litany, normally in the same room, they dance traditional dances of the region or nationwide known.

Inherent in these events is the ideologically charged connection of folk culture with certain "traditional" celebrational moments, which requires, for example, on Easter Sunday television stations to show broadcasts that fall within the limits of "staged authenticity" with bands who dressed in "traditional dresses" dance relevant dances, representing generally in a folklore way, older forms of Easter customs in their area. Here it is absolutely typical that the worship and church life falls in the folklore self-determination of the "local identity", and that through the support of such actions, the Church strongly asserts the role of the protector but also of the eminently genuine exponent of this tradition.

Of course, to a certain extent, this is absolutely justified, as in modern Greek society, the Church is one of the few living institutions in which the people has complete trust since they see the ways it operates today. This assumption is what

---

3 M. G. Varvounis, «Το Λύκειο Ελληνίδων και η σκηνική αναπαράσταση του ελληνικού παραδοσιακού χορού», *Πρακτικά Α’ Πανελληνίου Συνεδρίου Λαϊκού Πολιτισμού «Η διαχρονική εξέλιξη του παραδοσιακού χορού στην Ελλάδα»*, Serres 2000, pp. 219-224.
explains both the ecclesiastical oratory in the celebrational circumstances that are examined here, and the great popular participation in them, considering also the love factor of the people for public ceremonial forms and actions.

A modernist phenomenon is also the connection of the fair, long-established or newly listed, with the organisation of a series of events, which usually take their name from the celebrated saint (eg "Taxiarcheia", "Nikodimeia ", "Theotokia", "Theomitorica ", "Evangelistria" etc.) and are contacted in temporal relevance to the fair, starting before it and ending after its end.

These events have a triple nature, worship, spiritual and artistic, and usually their contents, sometimes spread in duration up to a month, are imprinted in special posters, programs, and invitations, sent or posted, in order to make them public and attract people. In fact in the recent years electronic posting and notification has started, as the use of Internet and new technologies is increasingly spreading in the church.

The worshiping part of these events includes the conduction of various sequences, beyond the established festive ones, always coherent with the well-known and miraculous images or any holy relics transferred to the celebrating church for the holiday, according to a major modernist religious practice, which is discussed in detail on another occasion. These are liturgies, pre-sanctified if it is Lent, vespers, vigils, and prayers, always combined with preaching and relevant treats by the church.

The spiritual part is covered with the organization of meetings, small conferences or lectures, which generally have a religious and theological content, but are often spread on related sciences too, such as history, literature and folklore. The topics of these events are generally varied and conducted in cultural centers and parishes’ halls, or in halls and conference centers of the Metropolises where they belong. The participants are intellectuals and scientists of the parish, and also widely known authors and researchers in the spiritual and ideological field, which generally major audiences follow. In fact in some cases, these spiritual and scientific events are held inside the temples.

Artistic aspects

The artistic aspect of these events has also various themes. It includes from paintings, crafts mainly from workshops and schools organized and operated in the area of the parish and photography, to music and dance events. In fact the latter, in the frame of the above mentioned, are mainly located in the area of church and folk music, but without excluding classical music concerts, church music of other Orthodox peoples (eg Russian) and choral presentations. Often these events include items for sale, which will strengthen the parish fund, or are part of Charity actions, that exist in almost all parishes, and to which the maintenance and support of the charitable activities of the different parishes are often owed.

In some cases, when the festival coincides with a national or other commonly known holiday, and when the time of year favors it, these events include also theatrical performances, presentation of the work of amateur artistic groups, even large music concerts, whose revenue will strengthen again the parish fund. Sometimes school and student competitions are included again in the same context, with the goal to write a text or the production of a work of art, the theme of which revolves around the celebrated saint, or around values, ideals, and messages that the Church has chosen to project.

Basically, these events have as a common axis the projection of the honored saint, his life, and his life model, and also the parish work and the parish as a whole. Nowadays, with these events, a new parish perspective is essentially constructed, expressed primarily through the novel phenomena replicated here. This modernistic parish spiritual and ideological identity is also documented by the keepsakes given in these celebrations to all participants, diplomas, plaques and medals, where

the emblems of the parish, as well as representations and signals of emblematic content are clearly reflected, in trying to perpetuate the fair beyond the specific timing.

In this direction also leads the yearly repetition of these events, with greater or more limited scope, depending on the circumstances and the specific situation data, but with the clear statement that it is a continuation of the preceding. The continuity in time proves the establishment, and this factor is a condition of self-righteousness for the contributors of such parish events, which should be highlighted that are purely voluntary, with minimized expenses, propped on volunteers and partners, generally folksy, active in every parish.

Besides, we should not forget that in the category of modernist parish events are also included all kinds of educational activities, which the parishes organize and carry out, with the aim of gathering and bringing together people, especially young people, around the parishes. After 2009, the economic crisis of Greek society, which becomes more and tortuously felt in large urban centers, led to a concentration of various social functions around the parishes, to the level of free offer to people who cannot pay for them: food, schools for students, purchase of medicines, clothing and even medical care often covered at parish level, by church resources.

Already before the outbreak of the crisis, the parishes offered for free knowledge and skills, within their social work: painting lessons, music and dance, cookery and craft courses (woodwork, copper art, jewellery making, etc.), and even foreign languages lessons and providing basic medical and legal knowledge are some of the areas in which the parish work spread. The students of those, basically afternoon, classes, often exhibit their works - with any revenue from the sales to primarily strengthen the parish fund - and actively participate in the events referred to here.

Basically is another aspect of the contributing to society of the parishes of the cities, in the sense that the joint participation in such actions under the auspices of the Church, most often creates or rebuilds and transforms social relations, becoming an essential social unity factor and enhancing the local community ties in the wider operating area of these parishes. And it is this social role, which in final analysis places particular emphasis to these actions, making them the most beloved collective events among people, beyond their obvious religious, intellectual and functional significance for the believers of our times.

Conclusion

The novel elements of our above mentioned contemporary church fairs, are typical aspects of the contemporary also Greek popular religiosity, which the religious folklore studies. Aspects important for the study of the forms our modern sense of tradition takes, and the transformations the older forms undergo, while the tradition process traverses human societies over time.

In these forms coexist both developments and older data transformations, as much as new forms, adopted either from abroad or from other sectors and divisions of the organized social life. In fact, it should be noted that in the religious folklore we cannot refer to "our own" and "foreign" elements, since from the moment an element of the traditional religious behaviour is adopted by the people, it becomes a fact of the folklore of the given place and time. So the adoption of forms from the

people, which inevitably means the beginning of a series of changes and transformations, is the critical point after which we cannot talk about outlandish customs, but for manifestations of the single folklore.

Through this adoption of forms, with their subsequent changes and amendments, or rather the "stochastic adjustments" of the basic characteristics of the live tradition by the people, the renewal of the tradition is achieved, as much as the enrichment of the customary life of the people. This, in turn, is essential for the vitality and the continuation of the social impact and the acceptance of the tradition, which is an active procedure in progress, and not a set of fossilized situations, things, opinions, and actions. And this happens even in the case of popular religious tradition, no matter how cumbersome and slow in development these by definition conservative and typically almost repeated religious and liturgical traditions of a people are.

In this process, the so critical from a cultural perspective since it's linked to the substance of our daily tradition itself, the novel elements of our contemporary religious fairs are critical points, as shown above in detail.
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